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a b s t r a c t

The mechanics of films undergoing volume expansion on curved substrates plays a key role in a
variety of technologies including biomedical implants, thermal and environmental barrier coatings,
and electrochemical energy storage systems. Silicon anodes for lithium-ion batteries are an especially
challenging case because they can undergo volume variations up to 300% that results in cracking,
delamination, and thus significant loss in performance. In this study, we use finite element analysis
to model the volume expansion during lithiation for silicon coated on spinodal, inverse opal, gyroid,
and Schwartz primitive nickel backbones and compare the distributions of maximum principal stress,
strain energy density, and von Mises stress, which we use as indicators for propensity for cracking,
delamination, and yielding, in order to explore the effect of backbone morphology on mechanical
degradation during expansion. We show that, when compared to the inverse opal, the spinodal
morphology reduces and uniformly distributes the maximum principal stress and strain energy density
in the silicon layer, and delays the onset of expansion-induced yielding at all silicon layer thicknesses,
which we ascribe to the unique interfacial curvature distribution of spinodal structures. This work
highlights the importance of morphology on coatings undergoing volume variations and unveils the
particular promise of spinodally derived materials for the design of next generation lithium-ion battery
electrodes.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The mechanics of curved films and coatings undergoing vol-
me expansion plays a critical role in a number of technologies,
anging from electrochemical energy storage systems [1–6], to
hermal and environmental barrier coatings [7–10] and biomedi-
al implant coatings [11,12]. Lithium-ion batteries present a par-
icularly challenging case, due to the large amount of active
aterial expansion that can be experienced within their anodes
uring each charge cycle [13,14]. Alloying-type anodes are able
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to accommodate large amounts of lithium as they form a com-
pound phase with the lithium ions that are electrochemically
inserted [13,15]. These alloy-type anodes are currently the state
of the art in Li-ion batteries due to their increased gravimetric
and volumetric capacity, low discharge potential, and low toxic-
ity [2,16]. Of the candidate materials considered, silicon (Si) has
the highest theoretical capacity of 4200 mAhg−1, over an order
of magnitude greater than that of commercial intercalation-based
graphite anodes [17–19]. However, during charge cycles, Si can
undergo large volumetric variations (up to 300%) that can lead to
cracking, pulverization, and delamination, resulting in overall loss
in performance or even catastrophic failure [1,2,20].

Approaches to mitigating mechanical degradation caused by
continued expansion and contraction have focused upon the de-
sign and development of composite electrode formulations [14,
21–31], size reduction of active material domains [23–26,28,31–
34], and control of the overall electrode microstructure [1,2,15,22,
27,28,33–39]. Composite anodes – typically a mixture of carbon,
rticle under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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ctive material, and binder – are able to mitigate mechanical
ailure by way of reducing the overall volume variation and
roviding a soft medium to accommodate the expansion [14,21–
9]. Nonetheless, their capacity suffers due to the lower fraction
f active material [30,31,40]. Alternatively, the dimensions of
he active Si structures can be reduced to form nanoscale ar-
hitectures including nanosheets [27,41–43], nanowires [24,28],
anoparticles [23,25,26,32], and nanotubes [44–46], which have
ast ion and electron transport, improved capacity, and the ability
o reduce cracking and pulverization when below a critical size.
owever, these structures have low volumetric energy density,
re difficult to scale, and often require complicated and expensive
ynthesis routes [20]. Lastly, the morphology of the electrode
an also be designed, usually in conjunction with the other two
trategies, to improve the volumetric energy density, structural
tability, and ion and electron transport kinetics. Morphological
esign typically involves the reduction of the Si structures to
he nanoscale to mitigate pulverization and the use of a con-
uctive porous structure that provides space for lithiating Si
o expand into, while enabling facile electron transport. One
ethod to synthesize porous Si electrodes is to create building
locks of nanoscale Si below critical dimensions encapsulated in
oid-preserving carbon modified structures (Si@void@C) such as
ollow carbon nanospheres [23] and tubes [43], or more complex
omegranate-inspired [26] and yolk-shell structures [27]. These
ethods take advantage of nanostructuring Si to reduce pulver-

zation and C to increase conductivity, but they have nonideal
on transport pathways and require complex and difficult to
cale synthesis protocols. Another route is to design 3D archi-
ectures with co-continuity of the pore and solid phases to en-
ure connected ion and electron transport pathways throughout
he electrode. Examples include stochastic nanoscale Si networks
oated in carbon (Si@C@void) with ant-nest-like [39] and coral-
ike [47] structures, but their synthesis routes do not allow for
ine tuning of the morphology and the carbon coating provides
inimal mechanical support. Alternatively, a conductive back-
one, also serving as the current collector, with a thin active
aterial coating can be used to improve the electrode’s struc-

ural integrity [1,16,35]. In these cases, nickel (Ni) is commonly
sed as the skeletal backbone because of its mechanical stability,
lectronic conductivity, strong adhesion to Si, facile fabrication
outes, low cost, and safety [1].

For thin Si coatings on a porous Ni backbone, the inverse opal
IO) represents one state-of-the-art architecture due to its regular
ore arrangement, high specific capacity, and cyclability, as well
s ease of fabrication and potential for scaleup [1,16,35]. Recent
ork has investigated how the salient design parameters such as
he Si and Ni volume fractions, Si thickness, and characteristic
ore size may be optimized to reduce the lithiation-induced
tresses and improve the overall mechanical stability of an IO
omposite electrode [16]. In general, for films on a substrate,
ositive mean curvatures, especially with small radii of curvature,
ave been shown to intensify tensile or compressive deforma-
ion [3,16], facilitate and aggravate crack initiation and growth [3,
6], increase buckle delamination [9], and promote circumferen-
ial propagation of delamination [5], while negative mean and
aussian curvatures can suppress the initiation and propagation
f cracking [3,6] and delamination [5]. This can make the large-
urvature regions of IO pore throats particularly susceptible to
echanical degradation, and due to the large volumetric expan-
ion of the Si layer, these regions can also hinder ion transport
athways, ultimately limiting the cyclability and performance of
hese systems [16,35].

To ameliorate these challenges, here we propose a composite
lectrode with a co-continuous spinodal architecture. This choice

s motivated by recent advances in the synthesis of composite
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materials with spinodal microstructure through thermodynamic
instability growth mechanisms such as arrested spinodal de-
composition in liquid mixtures, or dealloying of metals [48–52].
Owing to the kinetic pathway through which they are formed,
these structures enjoy co-continuity, tunable and uniform do-
main sizes in the nm to hundreds of µm range, and negative
gaussian and near-zero mean curvatures along their entire in-
ternal surface. Importantly, these synthesis routes are amenable
to scaleup and self-assembly, allowing materials with spinodal
microstructure to be produced in macroscopic quantities [53–57].
The unique morphological characteristics of spinodal materials
have already been shown to improve the electrochemical per-
formance of various systems including battery electrodes and
gas-producing electrolyzers [58–60], as well as enhance the over-
all mechanical stability of porous constructs [57,61–66], and we
theorize that the unique curvature distribution along their in-
ternal surfaces will help reduce cracking and delamination in
systems undergoing large volumetric variations. To establish their
potential benefits in mitigating mechanical degradation in Si-
based Li-ion battery anodes, we utilize finite element analysis to
compare the mechanical response of spinodal and IO compos-
ite electrodes, with Ni backbone and amorphous Si coating, at
various states of volumetric expansion and with Si thicknesses
between 50 and 150 nm. We focus on the distributions of the
maximum principal stress and strain energy density as proxies for
cracking and delamination, respectively [16,67–69], and unveil
that the spinodal architecture provides important advantages
over the IO in both contexts. We also analyze the yielding behav-
ior of the Si layer to gain insights into the nonlinear phenomena
that mediate stress distributions at high expansion ratios. Fi-
nally, to explain our findings, we compare our results to gyroid
and Schwartz primitive architectures and demonstrate that the
desirable behavior observed in the spinodal system stems from
the unique curvature and distinctive microstructural features of
minimal surface structures. While this work is presented in the
context of Si-based electrodes for lithium-ion batteries, the re-
sults could provide insight for the design of other systems where
thin films are subject to volumetric variations, such as observed
with thermally grown oxides that develop on metals [70–73].

2. Methods

2.1. Generation of morphologies

Spinodal architectures and IOs can be fabricated via scalable
synthesis routes and are therefore the focus of this study. The
gyroid and Schwartz primitive are idealized mathematically de-
fined surfaces that will primarily be used to explain how the
morphological characteristics of the scalable models affect the
mechanical response during expansion. The model morphologies
and a summary of the characteristics interconnecting and dif-
ferentiating them are provided in Fig. 1a. By comparing these
structures, we will be able to understand the effects of minimal
surface curvatures, periodicity, and pore size uniformity, since
(1) the spinodal, gyroid, and Schwartz primitive are minimal
surfaces, (2) the gyroid, Schwartz primitive, and IO are triply
periodic, and lastly, (3) the spinodal and gyroid have uniform pore
sizes throughout the structure, while the Schwartz primitive and
IO are characterized by multiple pore sizes. Procedures used to
generate the 3D morphologies are schematically shown in Fig. 1b
and Fig.S1, and model and mesh parameters are listed in Table
S1. Briefly, a shell structure for the minimal surface morphologies
was generated from implicit equations and then the software
package Simpleware ScanIP was used to create the Ni backbone,
while the IO morphology was created directly in the commercial
Finite Element package Abaqus CAE as described in more detail
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Fig. 1. Schematic of (a) model morphologies and characteristics, (b) model generation procedure for the minimal surface morphologies (top) and inverse opal with
particle radius, R, and edge rounding radius, r, (bottom) and (c) silicon content vs. silicon layer thickness for the spinodal (blue circles) and inverse opal (red triangles)
models. The green and tan phases represent the nickel metal scaffold and silicon active layer, respectively.
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below. The number of unit cells and overall model sizes for
the Ni backbones (Table S1) were tuned to achieve the same
thickness and overall Ni volume fraction between the different
morphologies. For each morphology, a conformal coating of Si
was grown normal to the Ni surface of the models (Fig.S1), with
10 elements across the layer, using the Abaqus mesh editing
tool for solid offset elements. For all models, the volume frac-
tion of the Ni backbone was set to approximately 19 vol%. For
the minimal surface morphologies, the Ni thickness was set to
2 µm. These values are achievable experimentally for shell-based
structures [63], and balance the increase in mechanical stability
and decrease in gravimetric capacity as the amount of electro-
chemically inactive material increases [16]. For Si, the thickness
of the coating (tSi) was varied between 50 and 150 nm. Within
these ranges, the Si volume fraction is linearly proportional to
the thickness for the spinodal and IO morphologies, as seen in
Fig. 1c, with volume fractions in the experimentally relevant
range between 8 and 24 vol% [16]. By matching the chemistries
and volume fractions of the materials, comparable capacities
would be expected. As such, we focus on the mechanical response
and durability, where the differences in performance should be
attributed to the morphology.

The spinodal morphology (Fig. 1b, top) was generated with
the approach described in [61]: first, a 50% dense spinodal solid
was numerically produced by solving the Cahn–Hilliard evolution
equation within a Finite Difference framework [61,74]. The Cahn–
Hilliard equation can be written as ∂u/∂t = ∆2

[
df (u) /du

−θ2∆u
]
, where u (x, y, z, t) is the concentration of the solid and

oid phases at evolution time t and coordinate (x, y, z), f (u) =

.25
(
u2

− 1
)2 is a double-well free energy function, θ is the

width of the transition between the two phases, and ∆ is the
Laplacian operator. The equation was solved at a dimensionless
evolution time of 400,000 for a cubic domain with side length of
100 pixels, where the integration timestep was set to 0.005 and
θ was set to 1 to achieve convergence and a smooth interface, re-
spectively. The resulting volume was sectioned into a stack of 2D
3

images and imported into the Simpleware ScanIP software where
a spinodal shell was created from the image stack of the spinodal
solid. The shell structures of the gyroid and Schwartz primitive
morphologies were made directly in ScanIP using the implicit
surface equations sin (x) cos (y)+sin (y) cos (z)+sin (z) cos (x) = 0
nd cos (x) + cos (y) + cos (x) = 0, respectively. The Ni backbones
or the minimal surface morphologies were created in ScanIP
rom their shell structures by adding a 1 µm thick Ni coating
onformally to each side of the shells, for a total thickness of
µm. The IO representative volume element (RVE) was created
irectly in Abaqus as shown in the bottom of Fig. 1b. Starting from
cube with side lengths of 1.4 µm, the pores from templating
articles were created by making revolution cuts at four corners
ith a radius (R) of 1.01 µm and then the sharp edges where the
uts overlapped were rounded with a radius (r) of 0.1 µm. The
VE was then patterned to create an IO backbone with 2 × 2 × 2
nit cells.
For each morphology, principal curvature maps were created

or the Ni surface as follows. The mean (H) and gaussian (K)
urvatures were extracted for each node on the surface with the
eshLab software built-in filter for discrete curvatures [75]. The
rincipal curvatures, k1 and k2, were then calculated from the
elationships H = 0.5 (k1 + k2) and K = k1k2. The probability
ensities for the principal curvatures were then normalized by
he number of nodes for each structure.

.2. Mechanics and modeling approach

Abaqus CAE was used to simulate the mechanics of amorphous
i during lithiation for the various morphologies. Both Ni and Si
ere modeled as linear elastic/perfectly plastic solids. Young’s
odulus, Poisson’s ratio, and yield strength for the Ni scaffold
ere set to 200 GPa, 0.3, and 600 MPa, respectively [16]. For Si,
morphous or crystalline phases could be used, but after the first
ycle crystalline Si becomes amorphous [76]. To provide a more
eneral understanding, the mechanical properties of amorphous
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i were used. The mechanical properties of Si vary with Li concen-
ration because Si undergoes an atomistic structural change as the
i–Si bonds are broken and Li–Si bonds are formed [20,76]. This
esults in a softening effect where the Young’s modulus, Poisson’s
atio, and yield strength decrease from 90 GPa, 0.28, and 6.5 GPa
or pure amorphous Si down to 34 GPa, 0.25, and 0.5 GPa for
ully lithiated Li3.75Si, respectively, as shown in Fig.S2 [77–80].
Assuming a stress-free state, the Si layer expands linearly with
the concentration of Li up to 300 vol% [35,81,82]. Therefore, in
this paper we will use the percentage of volumetric expansion to
represent the extent of lithiation.

To simplify the analysis, we assume the concentration of Li to
be uniform across the Si thickness at any given stage and sim-
ulate the lithiation process as a homogeneous isotropic thermal
expansion in a quasi-static thermo-mechanical step, where the
temperature is used as a proxy for the state of charge or percent
lithiation, as established in previous literature [16,32,83]. This
choice is justified by the extremely thin Si coatings considered
here, which result in negligible concentration gradients across the
Si layer. For example, the concentration change across a 160 nm
Si coating during a fast charge rate of 2C was less than 0.5% [16].
While the concentration profile may not be completely uniform
with very large C-rates and thick Si coatings, these simulations
can still provide insight for the trends seen between the differ-
ent morphologies, even under those less-practical conditions. For
finite deformations, the thermal strain, εth, can be expressed as
follows:

εth
= α∆T = ln

(
Lf /Li

)
with α the thermal expansion coefficient, ∆T the applied temper-
ature change, and Li and Lf the initial and final linear dimensions
of the specimen, respectively. Since Si undergoes a 300% vol-
ume change on a full charge [1,2,20], at full lithiation Lf /Li =

Vf /Vi
)1/3

= (3)1/3. As the lithiation process is simulated by a
emperature ramp from 0 to 1 (∆T = 1), we assign the Si elements
n expansion coefficient, α = 0.3662.
For a thin Si film, due to the strain mismatch between the Si

oating and the underlying substrate, cyclic expansion and con-
raction can result in a buildup of large stresses that eventually
ead to mechanical degradation. The specific modes of failure
re highly dependent on the substrate, thin film and interfacial
hemistries, morphology, and cycling conditions [84–86], but as
chematically shown in Fig.S3, general cracking and delamination
an lead to a loss of active material and connectivity, and thus
rop in capacity. Modeling the complex non-linear phenomena
hat lead to electrode failure and the rate-dependent mechanical
esponses are daunting numerical challenges, which are well
eyond the scope of this work. Nonetheless, valuable information
n the impact of electrode morphology on its propensity to fail
an be obtained by adopting the maximum principal stress (σmax)
and the total elastic strain energy density (W), in the Si domains
as proxies for crack initiation and delamination, respectively, as
established in previous work on mismatched coating and thin
film systems such as thermal oxide barrier coatings undergoing
cyclic thermal expansion [67,70,87–89].

The von Mises stress (σvm) was extracted for the spinodal and
IO models with 100 nm Si thickness at each integration point
in the Si layer and compared to the yield stress (σy) to capture
the evolution of plastic deformation (σvm > σy) as Si expands.
The fraction of Si yielded for the spinodal and IO models with
50, 100, and 150 nm thickness at various stages of expansion
were calculated as the number of Si integration points undergoing
active yielding (AC yield = 1) normalized by the total number of
integration points.

To decrease the computational load of the simulations, the

following simplifications were made. Simulations for a spinodal s

4

morphology with a fine mesh of linear elements and coarse
mesh of quadratic elements (Fig.S4) had nearly identical σmax and
W distributions, so linear elements were used for subsequent
models, in order to reduce the simulation time without affecting
the mechanical results. The Ni backbones for each morphology
were composed of 300,000 or more C3D4 tetrahedral elements,
and the Si coating was created from at least 800,000 C3D6 wedge
elements, for a minimum total of 1 million elements for each
model. The number of elements for each morphology can be
found in Table S1. The simulations were solved using full inte-
gration elements and geometrically nonlinear analysis. In order to
comply with the inherent non-periodicity of spinodal structures,
periodic boundary conditions were not used. Instead, boundary
conditions were applied to prevent translational movement in the
x, y, and z directions for the nodes on the negative x, y, and z
planes, respectively (Fig.S5). The number of unit cells for the IO
models were set to 2 × 2 × 2 based on a convergence study to
minimize edge effects (Fig.S6). Based on additional convergence
studies (Fig.S7 and Fig.S8), 10 elements were used across the Si
coating thickness to balance the computational burden of the
simulation with the accuracy achieved in the stress and strain
gradients across the thickness. Lastly, the data was extracted from
the inner regions of the models (defined individually for each
morphology, shown in Fig.S9) in order to account for residual
edge effects that cause stress concentrations near the boundaries.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Effect of silicon expansion

To understand the effect morphology has on the mechanical
response of Si during lithiation-induced expansion, σmax (Fig. 2a),
W (Fig. 2b), and σvm (Fig. 3a) will be analyzed for a spinodal
(blue) and IO (red) model with tSi of 100 nm. As local stress
intensifications are strongly affected by mesh quality, boundary
conditions, and local geometrical features, we choose to compare
distributions over the entire Si domain as opposed to the extreme
values alone. Fig. 2 compares σmax and W, where the top graphs
show the probability density, normalized by the area under the
curve, for 30, 60, and 300 vol% expansion, with corresponding
contours in the inset. The bottom graphs show whisker plots
extracted from the distributions at various stages of volume ex-
pansion ranging from 30% to 300%, where the box denotes the
25th–75th percentile range, the internal line represents the me-
dian value, and the endcaps mark the 1st and 99th percentiles.
To determine when yielding occurs, Fig. 3a plots the lithiation-
dependent Si yield strength in relation to whisker plots of σvm
or representative spinodal and IO models with tSi of 100 nm. To
nderstand the yielding behavior and effect of Si thickness for
he two morphologies, Fig. 3b plots the percentage of Si yielded
uring lithiation for tSi of 50 nm (dotted), 100 nm (dashed), and
50 nm (solid) where shaded regions are added to guide the eye
o the distinct separation between the spinodal (shaded green)
nd IO (shaded yellow) morphologies.
As Si expands, the average values of σmax and W increase until

eaking at approximately 60 vol% expansion and then decrease,
n unexpected behavior that we attribute to the softening of the
ithiated Si and stress relaxation upon yielding, σvm ≥ σy in
ig. 3a. Both morphologies experience larger and broader σmax
nd W distributions at 60 vol% expansion, which we theorize is
ue to the unique interplay of these properties at this critical
oint. Throughout the entire lithiation process, the IO displays
igher average values and broader distributions that extend to
arger maxima for both σmax and W, and the σmax of the IO is
ultimodal. For the spinodal morphologies, σmax and W have a

ingle narrow peak for the probability density, which we theorize
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Fig. 2. (a) Maximum principal stress and (b) strain energy density, as silicon expands from an initial thickness of 100 nm for the inverse opal (red) and spinodal
(blue). Top graphs show the probability density normalized by the area under the curve at 30 (dotted), 60 (dashed), and 300 (solid) vol% expansion, where insets
are the contours on the models (color scale along the bottom x-axis). Bottom graphs are box and whisker plots, where the box denotes the 25th–75th percentile
range, the internal line represents the median value, and the endcaps mark the 1st and 99th percentiles. For each Si vol% expansion, the top box plot is for the
spinodal and bottom box plot is for the inverse opal. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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is due to its unique curvatures that distribute the stress and
strain energy more evenly throughout the Si layer. Conversely,
the IO experiences a large stress concentration and multimodal
σmax distribution due to the sharp curvature variations near the
pore throats. As seen in the contours of Fig. 2a, the smaller pore
size constricts the Si expansion and results in the buildup of high
stresses that in turn push the Ni scaffold convex regions out-
wards, making the pore throat smaller, creating an even sharper
curvature, and further exasperating the stress concentration, as
previously shown in other IO studies [16,35]. In addition to the
magnitude of stress, the large positive curvature in those regions
can consequently make the IO more susceptible to cracking and
delamination when compared to the spinodal morphology.

Our results show that 60 vol% expansion can be particularly
roblematic, especially for the IO. This can then get exacerbated
pon cycling because initiated cracks and delamination in the Si
an propagate and eventually lead to electrode failure. Thus, in
he next section where we study the effect of Si thickness, we will
ocus on this point, as it is the most problematic in the process.

.2. Effect of silicon layer thickness

Depending on the application, the thickness and overall vol-
me content of Si can be varied in electrode design to balance
ravimetric and volumetric power and energy densities. With
ncreasing tSi, the power density is limited by diffusion kinetics
hrough the thickness, while the energy density increases with
he overall volume of active material. Fig. 4 compares the σmax
nd W for the IO and spinodal at 60 vol% expansion as a function
f the Si layer thickness, tSi, ranging from 50 nm to 150 nm.
Qualitatively, as tSi is increased, there is less pore space for

the Si to expand into, which results in an increase in σmax. The
rends for W vs. tSi reverse during the lithiation process (Fig.S10)
ecause they are convoluted by the nonlinear material properties
 l

5

of the Si alloy. However, between the models, the IO has a larger
magnitude and broader distribution of σmax and has a larger W
for the entire range of Si thicknesses explored in this study. When
looking at the contours in Fig. 4 and Fig.S11, as tSi increases the
gradient of σmax and W through the thickness of Si increases,
especially for the IO. As such, even though the σmax increases
with thickness, it is localized and the overall percentage of Si
experiencing yielding decreases with tSi, as seen in Fig. 3b. It is
also interesting to note that the spinodal with tSi of 150 nm has

similar range of σmax as the IO with only a 50 nm coating,
nd similar trends are seen in Fig.S12 for 300 vol% expansion.
n addition, the spinodal morphology appears to delay the onset
f yielding as indicated by the intersection of the spinodal mor-
hology σvm whisker plots with the σy line (Fig. 3a) at later Si
olume expansion than the IO. The spinodal morphology also has
lower fraction of Si yielded than the IO throughout the lithiation
rocess for all Si thicknesses as emphasized by the distinct sep-
ration between the shaded regions in Fig. 3b. This implies that
n even thicker coating and thus larger energy density could be
chieved by utilizing the spinodal morphology without enhancing
egradation rates, and if smaller thicknesses are required for
he application, a spinodal structure will be less susceptible to
echanical degradation than the IO.

.3. Effect of curvature

Curvature can play a significant role in the distributions of
tress and strain energy density during expansion [3,5,9], and we
urmise that this is the primary cause of the differences seen
etween the spinodal and IO morphologies. In order to test this
ypothesis, the two models will be compared to two triply peri-
dic minimal surface (TPMS) structures—a gyroid and a Schwartz
rimitive, where the former closely resembles the spinodal and
atter the IO. Fig. 5 shows the principal curvature maps for the Ni
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Fig. 3. Yielding behavior of silicon during expansion. (a) Whisker plots of von Mises stress for spinodal (blue, top box plot) and inverse opal (red, bottom box plot)
with 100 nm Si thickness, where the end caps mark the 1st and 99th percentiles relative to the lithiation-dependent silicon yield strength (dashed line). (b) Fraction
of silicon yielded for spinodal (circles) and inverse opal (triangles) for Si thickness of 50 nm (dotted), 100 nm (dashed), and 150 nm (solid). The shaded regions are
to guide the eye. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 4. (a) Maximum principal stress and (b) strain energy density for the inverse opal (red) and spinodal (blue) with 50, 100, 125, and 150 nm thick coatings of
Si at 60 vol% expansion. Top graphs show the probability density normalized by the area under the curve for 50 (dotted), 100 (dashed), and 150 (solid) nm thick
Si layers, where insets are the contours on the models (color scale along the bottom x-axis). Bottom graphs are box and whisker plots, where the box denotes the
25th–75th percentile range, the internal line represents the median value, and the endcaps mark the 1st and 99th percentiles. For each Si thickness, the top box
plot is for the spinodal and bottom box plot is for the inverse opal. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
backbone surfaces and corresponding σmax and W distributions
at 300 vol% expansion for the spinodal (blue), IO (red), Schwartz
primitive (purple), and gyroid (green) models with 100 nm thick
Si coatings.

The shell structures of the spinodal, gyroid, and Schwartz
primitive all have minimal surfaces such that each point on the
surface should have a negative gaussian (K < 0) and zero mean
(H = 0) curvature. The distributions in the principal curvature
maps (Fig. 5c) for these morphologies are more dispersed than
6

theorized because the curvatures were calculated from the Ni
surface which is offset from the initial shell structures by 1 µm
on either side; however, k1 and k2 are still aligned along the zero
mean curvature line (white dashed line in Fig. 5c) and are within
a negative gaussian curvature quadrant. Another key difference
between the four morphologies is that the spinodal and gyroid
have one characteristic curvature, and the Schwartz primitive and
IO have two characteristic curvatures due to their pore throats.
While the Schwartz primitive maintains a minimal surface (k =
1
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Fig. 5. Effect of curvature. Comparison between spinodal (blue thick solid line), inverse opal (red thin solid line), gyroid (green dashed line), and schwartz primitive
(purple dash-dotted line) (a) maximum principal stress probability density distribution, (b) strain energy density probability distribution, and (c) principal curvatures.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
−k2), the two curvatures of the IO correspond to the ellipsoidal
regions (−k1 and −k2) generated by the templating particles, and
he negative gaussian regions of the pore throats (−k1 and +k2).

From the σmax (Fig. 5a) and W (Fig. 5b) distributions at 300
ol% expansion, it is clear that the minimal surfaces have nar-
ower distributions and are centered along approximately the
ame values, while the IO has much larger magnitudes and
roader distributions. The Schwartz primitive is similar to the
O in that it also has non-uniform pore sizes, but the balancing
f k1 and k2 of the Schwartz primitive allows the stress and
train to be redistributed in such a way that σmax and W are
minimized. Conversely, for the IO, the positive k2 is much larger
n magnitude than the negative k1. Therefore, although the pore
hroat exhibits a negative K, the large positive H leads to a stress
oncentration in that region, which could ultimately accelerate
echanical degradation. This is significant because (1) the σmax

and W can be drastically reduced by minimal surfaces even with
pore throats, and (2) although negative K regions can alleviate
these stresses, this is only applicable when H ∼ 0. Overall, the
spinodal morphology has a predominance of both zero H and
negative K values that allows it to approach the ideal behavior of
the TPMS structures while also being amenable to self-assembly
and scaleup. Our findings unveil the remarkable potential of ma-
terials derived from spinodal decomposition for next generation
Li-ion battery electrodes and other porous material coatings that
undergo large volumetric expansions.

4. Conclusions

In this work we conduct finite element analysis simulations to
understand the effect of morphology on the mechanical degra-
dation of Si-based Li-ion battery composite anodes, specifically
spinodal and IO Ni backbones with Si coating thicknesses be-
tween 50 and 150 nm, as they undergo large volume expansion
during lithiation. We compare the maximum principal stress and
strain energy density distributions as indicators for cracking and
delamination, respectively, and compare our results to gyroid and

Schwartz primitive morphologies to understand the effects of

7

interfacial curvature, periodicity, and pore uniformity on mechan-
ical behavior. While our simulations do not incorporate cycling,
crack modeling, or diffusion kinetics, they are able to highlight
the importance of tailoring morphology to hinder mechanical
degradation in Li-ion batteries. They also reveal that the point
most prone to mechanical failure is at an intermediate lithiation
state due to the unique evolution of the Si active layer material
properties during lithiation. In summary, compared to the IO,
we have shown that the spinodal morphology has lower and
more uniformly distributed σmax and W, and appears to delay the
onset of expansion-induced yielding at all Si layer thicknesses,
which we attribute to its unique curvature distribution. Our work
unveils spinodal morphologies as particularly promising for the
design of Li-ion battery electrodes and other porous material
coatings undergoing volume variations, owing to their inher-
ent ability to mitigate material degradation, while also being
amendable to scalable synthesis.
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